Electrochemical Materials for Energy Storage
Microbatteries
Portable electronic devices rely on batteries for energy storage and operation. Planar (or 2D) lithium batteries have met the needs of this industry for the
past 25 years. For extended operation, higher power and shorter charging times new materials and architectures are required. Similarly smaller or
distributed sensors for the developing ‘Internet of Things’ also require enhanced energy storage in a decreased volume or area. Ultimately we believe this
requires a hybrid energy harvesting and storage solution with minimal stored capacity loss during thousands of cycles.
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We are investigating novel materials and architectures for better batteries. We are analysing the influence of 3D structures to increase the energy provided without
increasing the battery size or area. In current thin-film microbatteries the active material layer thickness is limited to micron scale dimensions in a large footprint 2D
geometry due to the low conductivity and slow transport of ions in the solid state materials. We are utilising nanoscale materials over high conductivity supports
such as copper to enhance the charge and discharge rate and overall stability of the active battery material. Nanotube based core-shell architectures also alleviate the
effect of volume expansion, enhancing mechanical stability at the nanoscale in addition to the improved electronic and ionic characteristics.

We have utilised advanced device simulations to guide the experimental processing of materials at the modelled dimension and in the correct format to predict and
design the structures necessary to achieve the best energy density 3D microbattery materials. We are developing processes for the most energy dense and high rate
capable lithium ion battery materials for enhanced cycle life in typical battery electrolytes.
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Energy versus
footprint for microbatteries
We are investigating routes for the integration of the high energy density materials that can withstand microelectronics based processing temperature regimes. The
projects are targeting a further integration of microelectronics and energy devices for enhanced products of relevance to electronics, healthcare and energy
companies in Ireland.
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